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DJ, Producer, Radio 

Host & Writer

Bubbly, quirky and entertaining, Kilma tests the 
boundaries both in her music and her writing. As 

radio host and founder of the international Saturday 
show “The Basement Sessions“on Ustream.TV, she 
showcases quality music and artists, both locally and 
abroad. When her DJ sets aren’t moving crowds to 
their limits, she questions tactics, motives and 
controversial topics within the electronic dance 
music scene. From marketing methods 
and relationships to the EDM industry as a whole, her 
message goes as deep as the music itself. Not afraid 
to take risks she sets the bar high, challenges artists to 
find their niche, while creatively finding their true 
artistic self. In attempts to positively influence and 
create the community she’d like to see thrive, you 
can find one of her many helpful articles on 

www.DontKilmaVibe.com
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Mixes
CLICK TO LISTEN

Well rounded in the sounds 

of house, techno and break 

beats it’s clear that Kilma is 

turning heads and it is hard 

not pay attention. Carefully 

selecting the perfect tunes 

for the appropriate 

atmosphere, she’s a crowd 

pleaser whom hypes party-

goers with her unique mixing 

and exclusives, keeping her 

style eclectic and fresh.
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Websites, Radio

& Social Media

Personal Links:
Website - DontKilmaVibe.com

Radio - KilmaMusic.com

Media Links:
Facebook.com/KilmaMusic

Twitter.com/KilmaMusic

Soundcloud.com/KilmaMusic

Mixcloud.com/KilmaMusic

Instagram.com/KilmaMusic

YouTube.com/SexyWomanAtTechs

@KilmaMusic

#DontKilmaVibe #KilmaTempa

Lets connect!

Don’t forget to send me a 

message, tweet or LIKE 

what you want to see 

more of.
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Affiliates & Logos 
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WHAT HAPPENED TO SW@T?

THE STORY OF HER RE-BRAND TO KILMA.

The inspiration 

behind the 

name.
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